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Object: MS ID: 3942893053450027 entitled « Multi-level analysis of electronic health record adoption by health care professionals: A study protocol »

Dear Editors,

We are pleased to send you our manuscript « Multi-level analysis of electronic health record adoption by health care professionals: A study protocol » with these changes made:

- We have added in the manuscript the indication to locate the figure and table by wording “(insert table (or figure) about here)”
- As required, we added a section to the manuscript headed “figure legend”.
- We removed the visible vertical lines from the table

Thank you for positively considering our work for publication in Implementation Science.

Sincerely,

Marie-Pierre Gagnon, Ph.D.  
Centre de Recherche du CHUQ  
Hôpital St-François d'Assise  
10, rue de l'Espinay, D6-726  
Québec (Qc) G1L 3L5